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Abstract: We work-room the optimal usage-based pricing hard question in a resource-constrained network with 

one profit-maximizing public organization giver and multiple groups of surplus-maximizing users. With the thing 

taken as certain that the public organization giver knows the use group event of each user (in this way complete 

information), we discover that the complete price differentiation design can get done a greatly sized income profit 

(e.g., 50%) made a comparison to no price differentiation, when the total network useable thing is comparably 

limited and the high readiness to undergo punishment users are persons not old enough in law to act. However, the 

complete price differentiation design may lead to a high implementation being complex. To trade off the income 

against the implementation being complex, we further work-room the not complete, in part price differentiation 

design, and design a polynomial-time algorithm that can work out the optimal not complete, in part differentiation 

prices. We also take into account the not complete information example where the public organization giver does 

not have knowledge of which group each user is right for to we make clear to that it is still possible to take note 

price differentiation under this scenario, and make ready the enough and necessary condition under which a reason 

(purpose) able to exist together differentiation design can get done the same income as under complete information.  

I INTRODUCTION 

Pricing is important for the design, operation, and managers of a business of exchange networks. Pricing has been 

used with two different senses in the area of exchange networks. One is the optimization-oriented pricing for 

network useable thing a thing or amount put to one side: it is made pleasing to all by Kelly’s seminal work on 

network congestion control. For example, the sending (power and so on) control approved design (TCP) has been 

successfully reverse engineered as a congestion pricing based answer to a network optimization hard question. A 

more general framework of network use greatest degree (NUM) was coming after developed to forward-engineer 

many new network protocols (see a nearby measures-taking in). In different NUM rules to make, the optimization-

oriented prices often represent the Lagrangian multiplier of different useable thing forces to limit and are used to 

order different network things to get done the greatest point system operation in a made distribution way (of doing). 

The other is the economics-based pricing, which is used by a network public organization giver to different ends 

including income greatest degree. The right design of such a pricing becomes particularly hard today needing 

payment to the increasing change growth of data book and applications in both wire line and radio networks. In this 

paper, we chief place on learning the economics-based pricing designs for managing exchange networks.  
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Experts in business have made an offer many not simple pricing mechanisms to get out added amounts from the 

users and make greatest degree income (or profits) for the givers. A of a certain sort example is the optimal 

nonlinear pricing. In practice, however, we often observe simple pricing designs put out by the public organization 

givers of a certain sort examples join flat-fee pricing and (bitwise) having an effect equal to the input usage-based 

pricing. One possible & unused quality reason behind the nothing between theory and experience is that the optimal 

pricing designs formed (from) in about money often have a high implementation being complex. In addition to a 

higher support price, complex pricing designs are not customer friendly and not give hope customers from using the 

services. In addition, doing the highest possible income often with complex pricing designs has need of having 

knowledge of the information (making-out and being given a higher position) of each person getting goods from 

store, which can be hard in greatly sized scale exchange networks. It is then natural to question the supporters two 

questions:  

1) How to design simple pricing designs to get done the best tradeoff between being complex and operation?  

2) How does the network information structure coming together with force the design of pricing designs? 

This paper tries to answer the above two questions with some stylized exchange network copies made to scale. 

Different from some earlier work that thought out as a flat-fee pricing design where the payment does not be 

dependent on the useable thing using up (e.g.,), here we work-room the income greatest degree hard question with 

the having an effect equal to the input usage-based pricing designs, where a users total payment is linearly relation 

to size to put on one side useable thing. In radio exchange networks, however, the usage-based pricing design seems 

to become increasingly pleasing to all needing payment to the quick growth of radio data business trade. In June 

2010, AT&T in the us got (train) onto another line from the flat-free based pricing (i.e., unlimited data for a fixed 

payment) to the usage-based pricing designs for 3g radio data. Verizon moved after up with similar plans in July 

2011. Similar usage-based pricing plans have been took up by major Chinese radio support givers including china 

things not fixed and china Unicom. Thus the research on the usage-based pricing is of great useful importance.  

In this paper, we take into account the income greatest degree hard question of a monopolist support giver facing 

multiple groups of users. Each user comes to a decision about its optimal useable thing request to make greatest 

degree the added amount, which is the point or amount unlike between its use and payment. The public organization 

giver selects the pricing designs to make greatest degree his income, person to a limited useable thing. We take into 

account both complete information and not complete information scenarios and design different pricing designs with 

different implementation being complex levels.  

Our main contributions are as takes as follows.  

Complete network information: we make an offer a more than one math part algorithm to work out the optimal 

answer of the not complete, in part price differentiation hard question, which includes the complete price 

differentiation design and the single pricing design as special examples. The optimal answer has a threshold 

structure, which puts on one side positive resources to high readiness to undergo punishment users with things by 

right coming first.  

Revenue gain under the complete network information: made a comparison to the single pricing design, we make out 

the two important factors behind the income increase of the (complete and not complete, in part) price 

differentiation designs: the differentiation profit and the effective market size. The income profit is the most 

important when high users are not old enough in law to act among the complete work population and total useable 

thing is limited but not too small.  

Incomplete network information: we design an incentive compatible design with the end; purpose to get done the 

same greatest point income that can be achieved with the complete information. We discover that if the amounts, 

degrees, points different of readiness to pays of users are larger than some thresholds, and this incentive-compatible 
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design can get done the same greatest point income. We further give account of qualities the necessary and enough 

condition for the thresholds.  

It is interesting to make a comparison our results under the complete network information scenario with results in 

and in the writers showed that the income profit of price differentiation is small with a flat place to come and go 

through payment based Paris metro pricing eg., and a complex differentiation secret design may not be important 

enough. Chau et Al Further formed (from) the enough conditions of congestion purposes, uses that give support to (a 

statement) the way of these Paris Metro pricing designs by comparison our results make clear to that the income 

profit of price differentiation can be important for an use based pricing system. 

Some nearby work of use based pricing and income managers of a business in exchange network includes Basar and 

Srikant in researched the bandwidth a thing or amount put to one side hard question in a single link network with the 

single pricing design Shen and Basar in stretched the work-room to a more general nonlinear pricing example with 

the not complete network information scenario. They had a discussion about the single pricing design under not 

complete information with an unbroken mass distribution of user’s types. In opposite our work-room on the not 

complete information gives one's mind to an idea on the having an effect equal to the input pricing with a formed of 

separate parts frame for events of users types. We also make clear to that in addition to the single pricing design it is 

also possible to design differentiation pricing designs under not complete information. Daoud et Al Studied an 

uplink power a thing or amount put to one side hard question in a CDMA system where the (thing) in the way 

among users are the key force to limit instead of the limited total person acting for person acting for person acting 

for person acting for person acting for support thought out as in our paper. Jiang et Al in and Hande et Al In gave 

one's mind to an idea on the work-room of the time dependent pricing. He and Walrand in Shakkottai and Srikant in 

and Gajic et Al In gave one's mind to an idea on the effect on one another between different public organization 

givers put in words in the pricing designs rather than the design of the pricing apparatus in addition to none of the 

related work taken into account the not complete, in part be changing for different conditions pricing as in our paper.  

Some nearby work of use based pricing and income managers of a business in exchange network includes Basar and 

Srikant in researched the bandwidth a thing or amount put to one side hard question in a single link network with the 

single pricing design. Shen and Basar in stretched the work-room to a more general nonlinear pricing example with 

the not complete network information scenario. They had a discussion about the single pricing design under not 

complete information with an unbroken mass distribution of user’s types. In opposite our work-room on the not 

complete information gives one's mind to an idea on the having an effect equal to the input pricing with a formed of 

separate parts frame for events of users types. We also make clear to that in addition to the single pricing design it is 

also possible to design differentiation pricing designs under not complete information. Daoud et Al Studied an 

uplink power a thing or amount put to one side hard question in a CDMA system where the (thing) in the way 

among users are the key force to limit instead of the limited total person acting for support thought out as in our 

paper. Jiang et Al in and Hande et Al In gave one's mind to an idea on the work-room of the time dependent pricing. 

He and Walrand in Shakkottai and Srikant in and Gajic et Al In gave one's mind to an idea on the effect on one 

another between different public organization givers put in words in the pricing designs rather than the design of the 

pricing apparatus in addition to none of the related work taken into account the not complete, in part be changing for 

different conditions pricing as in our paper.  

II SYSTEM MODEL 

We take into account a network with a total person acting for amount of s limited useable thing which can be in the 

form of rate bandwidth power time narrow hole and so on the useable thing is put on one side by a monopolistic 

public organization giver to a group ΐ ={1,…Ї} of user groups. Each group i€I has Ni homogeneous users1 with the 

same use purpose, use. 

   ui(si) = θiln(1+si)     (1) 
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Where si is the put on one side useable thing to one user in group i and θi represents the readiness to undergo 

punishment of group i. The logarithmic use purpose, use is commonly used to design to be copied the proportionally 

right useable thing a thing or amount put to one side in exchange networks see for detailed accounts. The analysis of 

the complete information example can also be stretched to more general company that does a public work purposes, 

uses see addition at of book a without loss of generality we take to be true that θ1 > θ2 >θI. In other words group 1 

has in it users with the highest valuation and group I has in it users with the lowest valuation.  

We consider two types of information structures: 

1 Complete information: the public organization giver knows each users use group event. Though the complete 

information is a very strong thing taken as certain it is the most frequently studied scenario the network pricing 

literature. The sense, value of learning the complete information is twofold. It serves as the point of comparison of 

useful designs and provides important seeing into for the not complete information analysis. 

2 Incomplete information: the public organization giver knows the total person acting for number of groups I the 

number of users in each group Ni i € Ї and the use group event of each group ui I € I. It does not have knowledge of 

which user is right for to which group such thing taken as certain in our formed of separate parts frame for events is 

like in use or form to that the public organization giver knows only the users types distribution in an unbroken mass 

example such statistical information can be got through long word observations of a fixed, unchanging, unmoving 

user population.  

The effect on one another between the public organization giver and users can be represented as a two stage 

stackelberg design to be copied made clear in Fig 1. The public organization giver puts into print the pricing design 

in stage and users give a reaction with their demands in stage. The users need to make greatest degree their added 

amounts by optimizing their demands according to the pricing design the public organization giver wants to make 

greatest degree its income by frame for events the right pricing design to make come about desirable demands from 

users since the public organization giver has a limited total person acting for support it must give support to (a 

statement) that the total person acting for request from users is no larger than what it can supply. 

The details of pricing designs are dependent on the information structure of the public organization giver. Under 

complete information, since the public organization giver can see what is different groups of users, it makes public 

the pricing and the statement control decisions to different groups of users. It can select from the complete price 

differentiation design, the single pricing design, and the not complete, in part price differentiation design to take 

note a desired trade-off between the implementation being complex and the total income. Under not complete 

information, it puts into print a common price list to all users, and let users to freely select one price thing for which 

selection is made in this list. All these pricing designs will be had a discussion about one by one in the supporter’s 

parts.  
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 Fig 1. A two-stage Stackelberg model 

  

Note that it is possible for a user to get done an arbitrage by making into two into several smaller users, each of 

which requests a small amount of useable thing and enjoys a lower unit price. Happily, putting a stop to arbitrage of 

services is often more comfortable and less high priced, of great value than that of goods. For example, we can often 

uncommonly make out a user through its MAC house. Full discussion of arbitrage putting a stop to, however, is 

beyond the range of observation of this paper.  

III. ABSOLUTE PRICE DISCRIMINATION UNDER INCLUSIVE INFORMATION 

We first have in minded that about the complete work data example. Since the public organization supplier is having 

knowledge of the use and also the making-out of every user, it is getable to make greatest degree the income by 

charging a separate value to every cluster of users. The analysis is supported slowly in development induction, 

ranging from stage two and so moving to stage one.  

A.  Users Surplus Maximization drawback in Stage two 

If a user in cluster has been admitted into the network and offered a having an effect equal to the input value in stage 

one, then it gets answer to, way out of the coming after added amount greatest degree hard question:  

(2) Which results in the coming after different best request: wherever.  

(3) Remark 1: The analysis of the Stage two user added amount greatest degree drawback is that the same for all 

valuation designs. The lead to.  

B. Service provider’s valuation and statement managers of a business drawback in stage one. In stage, the public 

organization supplier makes greatest degree its income by selecting the value and also the range of admitted users 

for every cluster person to the limited total support. The key map is to act a complete work value differentiation 

theme, i.e., charging every cluster with a separate value rules one among the algorithm CP1 the best valuation theme 

to make greatest degree the income under complete data.  
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IV. DISTINCT PRICING METHOD 

In part III, we have a tendency to show that the CP theme is that the best rating theme to make greatest degree the 

income below complete data. However, such a not simple rating theme is of high implementation quality. During 

this part, we have a tendency to work-room the only rating theme. It’s clear that the theme can normally let go on an 

income loss made a comparison to the CP theme. Well attempt to give account of qualities the force of meeting blow 

of full of changes system parameters on such income loss.  

A.  Downside Formulation and resolution.   

Let us 1st put clearly the only rating SP downside made a comparison to the importance is given to in section III, 

here the public organization giver charges one value to any or all teams of users. When the same great change as in 

section III, we are able to make clear to that the best single value free from doubt the coming after the weighted 

water-filling condition. 

 

A. Properties. 

Theme the SP theme shares many similar properties because the CP theme sections III-C, as well as the edge 

structure and statement managers of a business with valuation. In the same way, we are able to outline the effective 

marketplace for the SP theme. It is a great amount of interesting to note the different in some way between these 

designs. To point being different answers, we have a tendency to use the superscript CP for the theme, And SP for.  

V CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we work-room the revenue-maximizing hard question for a complete control public organization giver 

under both complete and not complete network information. Under complete information, our chief place is to 

research the tradeoff between the total income and the implementation being complex (measured in the number of 

pricing selections ready (to be used) for users). Among the three pricing differentiation designs we made an offer 

(i.e., complete, single, and partial), the not complete, in part price differentiation is the most general one and 

includes the other two as special examples. By making use of the nothing like it hard question structure, we designed 

an algorithm that works out the optimal not complete, in part pricing design in more than one math part time, and in-

numbers quantize the tradeoff between implementation being complex and total income. Under not complete 

information, designing an incentive-compatible differentiation pricing design is hard in general. We make clear to 

that when the users are importantly different; it is possible to design a quantity-based pricing design that gets done 

the same greatest point income as under complete information. 
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